
Ketten im Jugendstil-Design
Instructions No. 518
 Difficulty: Advanced

Today this decorative style is highly topical again, as it adapts itself almost timelessly to all circumstances. Large-format decoupage sheets provide a large
number of motifs Selection that are perfectly suited for a wide variety of handicrafts 
Beautiful chains can never Mrs. have enough. Already with a beautiful motif on one Acrylic disc you can achieve an enormous effect. The bead pendant is bent
from wire and equipped Acrylic beads with colored. You determine the size yourself.

And so it goes 

Chain with pearl tree:
Bend an approx. 6 cm large ring from aluminium wire and wrap it completely
with brass wire.
Bend four equally long pieces of decorative aluminium wire in the middle.
Place the ring of wire in the bend and twist the strands together until a trunk
of about 2 cm is formed.
Then divide the trunk into 2 strands and twist them three times around each
other.
Now thread different beads onto each wire until the outer ring is reached.
Wrap the ends of the wire around the ring and cut them with the side cutter
to fit.
Bend the branches of the tree and attach the pendant to a leather strap.

Decoupage pendant:
Cut out the desired motif from the decoupage-Paper and moisten it with a
sponge on the back.
Apply the decoupage adhesive with the napkin brush to the cutting disc.
Glue the motif on and press it firmly from the inside out with the roller.
When dry, apply the adhesive to the back of the cutting disc in the same way.
When the decoupage adhesive is dry, seal the tag with Decoupage varnish .
Finally, attach a suspension loop to the cutting disc, pass the leather strap
through it and knot it.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
578325 VBS Jewelry wire, 10 rolls of 10 m 1
578820-84 Miyuki Rocaillessilverlined-Mix 1
650656-60 Leather strap round, Ø 1 mmBrown 2
970014 VBS Assortment of pliers, set of 3 1
740708-10 VBS Decoupage adhesive100 ml 1
740715-10 VBS Decoupage varnish, "Glossy"100 ml 1
132176 Tweezer scissors "Curved" 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1

Article information:
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